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INTRODUCTION
IThe object of this investigation is to determine by
analytical means the temperature within a homogeneous semi-
infinite solid, as a function of time, while the solid is
receiving heat periodically by radiation on its one flat
surface.
Periodic heat flow means that heat flow is a continu-
ous function of time and repeats itself at regular inter-
vals. A semi-infinite solid has only one bounding plane
and extends to infinity in all other directions.
The problem of determining the temperature in a homo-
geneous semi-infinite solid undergoing periodic heat flow
has been investigated by many persons due to its extreme
importance. Much of this work deals with the soil temper-
atures of the earth both at the surface and at various
depths. The surface of the earth is subjected to dail~r and
annual tem~erature changes that are nearly periodic in na-
ture. A knowledge of these fluctuations is desirable in
determining the depth at which to lay pipe lines and water
,
mains to prevent damage or decreased performance due to the
effects of low temperature.
The subject, however, is not limited to the field of
soil temperatures alone but embraces those of heat flow in
cylinder walls and thermal stresses. These thermal stress-
es are set up by the expansion and contraction of materials
2sUbjected to cyclic teillperatures.
The author chose tllis particular subject because print-
ed information on the te~ilperature effect caused by tne com-
bination of periodic heat flow by radiation and conduction
seeillS to have been neglected. Though the effect of heat
flow by radiation is negligible at low temperatures it plays
a predominant role at high teruperatures.
REVIEW OF LITERAT1JRE
3An examination of the literature available reveals
that the original work on the subject of periodic heat flow
was done by pure analytical approach and lnathematical solu-
tion. The equations for simple cases of periodic heat flow
have been derived in a manner easy to understand by L. R.
Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll.(l)
(1) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll, Heat
Conduction With Engineering-and Geological APplications,
1st Ed., N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1948, PP. 45-57.
Solutions for a number of applications have been de-
rived by Max Jakob. (2)
(2) Max Jakob, Heat Transfer, Vol. 1, N. Y., J. Wiley and
Sons, 1949, PP. 292-304.
The field of soil teluperatures, cylinder wall tempera-
tures and thermal stresses has been briefly treated by L.
R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll.'S) Most of
(3) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll, Heat
Conduction With Engineering and Geological APplications,
1st Ed., N. Y., McGraw-Hill, 1948, PP. 50-57.
the material on thermal stresses comes from Timoshenko. (4)(5)
(4) S. Timoshenko, Theory of Elasticity, N. Y., McGraw-Hill,
41934, p. 203.
(5) S. Timshenko-and G. H. Y~cCullough, Elffinents of strength
of }~terials, 2nd Ed., N. Y., D. Van Nostrand, 1940, p.
20.
None of this literature deals with the initial source
of heat at some finite distance from the surface of the
solid so that the periodic heat flow has to be transmitted
by some manner other than conduction.
G. L. scofield~(6) investigated the effect of the con-
(6) G. L. Scofield, The Effect of the Convection Coefficient
on the Temperature Amplitude in Periodic Heat Flow.
Thesis, llissouri School of Mines and Metallurgy, Rolla,
Mo.
vection coefficient on the temperature amplitude in periodic
heat flow, but dealt with low temperatures so that the ef-
fect of radiation could be neglected.
ft distance normal to surface
Btu ft-2hr-1 oF-l ft thermal conductivity
ft2 area















































6The periodic flow of heat occupies an intermediate
place between steady and unsteady flow in that all of the
heat that is transferred into the semi-infinite solid dur-
in the hot part of the cycle is transferred out during the
cold part with constant regularity. Tne temperature of
the semi-infinite solid is constant at infinity.
We are interested in the temperature within a semi-
infinite solid receiving heat periodically from a radiant
source at some finite distance from its one face. Only
the periodic flow in one dimension and normal to the bound-
ing plane of the solid will be dealt with. It will be nec-
essary to find the cyclic temperature function at this
plane or surface in order to determine the temperature at
any place in the solid. The problem will be solved with
the assumption that the mean temperatures of the source and
the solid are equal.
The cyclic temperature function of the surface of the
solid will be determined first b.Y setting the net heat flow
by radiation equal to the net heat flow by conduction
through the surface of the solid during the hot parts of
the respective cycles.
A source of periodic radiant heat is placed at some
distance from the surface of the semi-infinite solid. The






Semi-infinite Solid and Radim~t Heat Source
subscript 1, those of the surface of the semi-infinite
solid by the subscript 2.
The equation for the net radiant heat transfer per
unit time between two grey bodies at constant temperatures
as derived by W. H. MCAdams,(7) is
(7) W. H. McAdams, Heat Transmission, 2nd Ed., 7th Impres-
sion, N. Y., MCGraw-Hill, 1942, PP. 51-52.,
where
do/de (1)
dQ is the net amount of heat flowing in
dQ the differential time
tr Stefan-Boltzmann dimensional constant
f, emissivity of the radiant heat source
Al area of the heat source
TI temperature of the heat source, degrees
Rankine
T2 temperature of the receiving surface,
8degrees Rankine
Equation (1) may be modifieQ to include the geometri-
cal relationship of the receiving surface YTith respect to
the radiating surface by the inclusion of the form factor
F21 • The area, ~, of the face of the receiving solid,
rnultiplied by the form factor F2l, may then be substituted
for Al.Equation (1) then becomes
(2)
For periodic heat flow the temperatures are cyciic.
It will be assumed that the cyclic temperature function of
the radiant heat source is
(3)
where
Tl teillperatu~e of the source, degrees
Rankine, at any time Q
tOl temperature amplitude of the sOUl~ce,
degrees Fahrenheit








T2 temperature of the solid, degrees
Rankine, a t any tiJIle G
t 02 temperature amplitude of the solid,
degrees Fahrenheit




The temperature frequency of the two surfaces must be
equal (W(=~E), and since radiant energy travels with the
speed of light there will be no time lag, therefore (el =Bi1 ,.
also Tml ~ Tm2. This allows the subscripts I and. 2 to be
dropped from these items.
SUbstituting (3) and (4) D~tb equation (2)
dGJJ():= (T(,A2 F;, [(~/.sjJ) /.AJB + In)1f- (lo~ Sill UJ8 +~)1 (5)
dCfde =O"tl Ai! F; [(t;,~ -z;,: )sil/'iUJB t- 'I J;(lc~-Co~) Sill f.J8
2f 2 2) .2 3; T)' ..7
+6 T;,., llo, -l02 S IJ? ~e + 'f Tm t tal -~o2 Sill {J Bj (6)
This is the net periodic heat flow bY radiation.
The net periodic heat flow between the heat source and
the semi-infinite solid for one complete cycle is zero, the
net heat flow from the source during the first half of the
lO
cycle equalling the net heat flow from the semi-infinite
solid during the last half of the cycle. Thus (6) may be
integrated between the liraits Q == 0 and Q =-n--/C4) •
r"""/tA)
Q == cr t l A2 F;'J. ((to;-fa;) sir/'" UJB + if ~ (lc,J- ta~) si'/CJB
Q
+6r:(4~-ta:) siJ/CJB +If 7;'/(Co,-t;.)Silil.Je}d8 (7)
Q == (J £1 A2 F;; [a,>t;,;j.J% fAJ) + Tm (~~- te~ '(/6hw)
+ J;,i/te~-ta;X-Jo/w}-r ~:;(taJ-t;J2'f8/UJ) Btu. (8)
Equation (8) gives the net periodic heat flow for one
. half cycle between the source and the semi-infinite solid,
it is positive for the first half cycle and negative for
the last half.
Now that the net periodic heat flow by radiation is
}~own it is necessary to find the net periodic heat flow
by conduction.




the first partial derivative of temp-
eratv~e t, with respect to time 9
the second partial derivative of tenw-
erature with respect to x
11
~ thermal diffusivity
x distance of the point under consideration




Semi-infinite Solid With a Cyclic Tenwerature
Flmction Applied at x: 0
The periodic flow of heat due to radiation is received
by the face of the solid at x == O. The cyclic temperature
function.at this point is
(4)
in degrees Ranl{ine or
(10)
in degrees Fahrenheit, since t =T - 460. The solution of
m m
equation (9) must fit this boundary condition.
Since (9) is linear and homogeneous with constant co-




t teIllyerature in clegrees Fa.lll'eYihei t











If b is replaced by ± if, this becomes
t = B e(:i: /f8::1= x fy/o< (±i )
But YT = ± {I+I.)/ff
and Fi = ± (I +l)/ff
so that (14) becomes










Froill tne several solutions contained in (16a) other
~articular solutions may be built u~ by addition, such as
BY Euler's Transformation(8) this may be written
(8) L. R. Ingersoll, O. J. Zobel, and A. C. Ingersoll, Heat
Conduction With N1gineerine and Geological Applic~tions,
1st Ed., ii. Y., I'-'lcGra\{-Hi11, 1948, p. 31.
as t -x V'Y2D< /. ,r;-;-)= De sin (rff:) - x r#cx
other solutions Illay be forned in the SaLle In..3.nner,
keepinG in raind, hovever, that from the. JaULjer of its for-
mation the sign before i in each ten of (16) must be the
sffi~e. In other words the smne sign must be used before
X y-r/&D< in each term of eQ.1..lations IH;:e (17). However,
since (18) satisfies the t;iven conclit:..ons, if D is lJut
equal to tog and r( equal to 4J , and the constant term t m
is added to the equation, it 1-Till be Ulmecessary to lool:
further. Haking these changes (18) becomes
which gives the temperature at any tiLle 8 at Ci.ny ciistc,nce
x from the surface.
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The net periodic heat flow per cycle by conduction
through the surface of the serni-infinite solid Ti';.ay be COI,l-
puted by finding the temperature gradient from (19) and
integrating it over a half cycle in which the gradient has
but one sign. Thus
- x fi,:il2O<:/ V:. ~
do/'J)( := ~c. e \-YUJ/2cX!SIJ7{(J8- X(fLJ/Rcx
+ COS (GJ$ -xYW;?o<j) (20)
is the temperature gradient. But
(21)
(22a)
from Fourierts Conduction Lavi, also at the surface x= O.
SUbstituting into (20)
The partials may be changed to total derivatives since
in the case of only a.single independent variable a partial
derivative would be of no particular significance.
The limits of integration in (22) are determined by
the fact that Jt/(}X is not in phase with t, but at the
surface becomes zero at G = 3rr~UJ and G =.-1l'"/4lJJ •
Integrating
.:J fr/#w





Since the net periodic hee.t floir fer the half cycle by
conduction and radiation l~ust be equal, equation (8) may be
set equal to (23).
cr €, Azr; kte~-';XJ 71/86.)) T Tm (to~ -lo~X/6/J ev)
+ -r:(!o~-Zo;XJo/w) + 7;/(tol-~2X8/u;)
::: 2 kAz tee Y~D( (24)
Solving (24) for t 02 ' the cyclic temperatuxe aillf1itude
of the surface of the semi-infinite solid.
r" :Jj. 2. ,2
"02 -/- IE87;,t;,~/'B-n- -rB Tm tafJ.
+cyJ7Ifa T",3 + 21? YCU/:jffE,f;/] toe
it;;; + /28 ~ te~/9-n -t 8 r:lo; -J-6lf7;/t;,4,j::: 0 U:5)
The values obtained for t 02 will depend on the condi-
tions and materials of each individual froblem.
The temperature of the surface of the semi-infinite
solid, t 2 , may now be found at any time, Q, in degrees
Fanrenl~eit by SUbstituting the tenwerature amplitude t 02
into equation (10).
It is now possible to solve the problem under consid-
eration, namely tha.t of the telnperature within a semi-infi-
nite solid while the solid is receiving heat periodically
16
by radiation on its one flat face, ~J use of equations (25)
and (19). The value of t 02 obtained from (25) is substi-
tuted into (19) which gives the temperature at any time at
any point a distance x from the suxface of the solid.
In order to demomstrate the effects of the temperature
frequency, GJ , the temperature amplitude, tal' of the radi-
ant source, the lliean temperatuxe of the source and the
solid, tm' and the conductivity, k, of the solid on the
temperature, t, within the solid a series of curves have
been plotted on rectangular co-ordinates. The effect is
best sho~~ by ~lotting the temperature amplitude within
the solid against the de~th at which it occurs.
The materials selected for the semi-infinite solid
were aluminum, wrought iron, and clay fire brick; these
were chosen for the wide variance in their properties.
These properties were considered constant at all ten~era­
tures for convenience, however, with the high temperatures
used this is not necessarily true.
Tne effect of an increase in temperature frequency on
the temperature alllplitude within the solid is shown on
Plate No. I, that of an increase in the source ten~erature
amplitude on Plate No. II. The effect of an increase in
the mean temperature of the source and the solid on Plate
No. III; while Plate Ro. IV shows the effect of different
conductivities.
TABLE I
EFFECT OF TEl'1PERATURE FREQlTENCY ON THE TE'.l'\1PERATURE
M~LITUDE WITHIN A SEMI-IIWINITE SOLID
Wrought Iron Solid
k = 23 Btu ft-2 hr-1 0F-1 ft
~ ::= 490 Ib ft-3
cp = 0.1152 Btu Ib-
1
°F-1
ex = 0 .. 4075 -ft2 hr-1
Applied Temperature Function at x == 0
E,=0.9
F21 == 1
t 01 =500 of
Tm ::: 1000 oR
for tJ::: 10 cycles/hr
Temperature Amplitude OF






























t 2 = 153 sin 207TQ
t z= 116 sin 407rQ
t z = 98 sin 60tre
~"t: I+H;.+:.;-' ~H-
... .,....









EFFECT OF THE TENPERATLTRE .HfPLITUDE OF THE SOURCE ON TIi""E
T~~ERATURE .~~~LITUDE WITHIN· A Sru~I-INFINITE SOLID
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Aluminum Solid
k = 150 Btu ft-2 hr-l °F-l ft
jJ ::: 168.5 Ib ft-3
cp =- 0.27 Btu Ib-l °F-1







Applied Temperature_ Function at x == a
for t 01 == 500 of t 2 = 8.35 sin 207rQ
t 01 :=: 1000 of t 2 :::28.1 sin 20llQ
tOl;;: 1500 of t2 == 67.2 sin 207rQ
Depth Temperature Amplitude of
x (ft) tal == 500 t ol :=: 1000 t Ol=1500
0 8.35 28.1 67.20
0.1 6.13 20.6 49.25
0.2 4.5 14.8 36.0
0.3 3.3 10.8 26.2
0.4 2.4 7.8 19.0
0.5 1.7 5.7 14.0








EFFECT OF }fEAN TEMPERATURE ON" THE TElvlPERATURE AMPLITTJDE
WITHIN A S~1I-INFINITE SOLID
Clay Fire Brick Solid
k = 0.515 Btu ft-2 hr-1 °F-1 ft
. ~p ~ 125 1b ft-U
cp =0.222 Btu Ib-1 °F-1




W = 10 cycles/hr
t 01== 500 of
Applied Temperature Function at x == 0
t 2 == 304 sin 20 718
,
t 2 == 402 sin 20"'-9
,
t 2 =450 sin 20JrQ
Temperature Amplitude OF






















EFFECT OF CONDuCTIVITY OF THE TulPERATUHE ANPLITUDE
WITHIn A 8El'II-INFINITE SOLID
23
Aluminum. Solid
k = 150 Btu ft-2 hr-1 °F-1 ft
Wrought Iron Solid
k = 23 Btu ft-2 hr-1 °F-l ft
Clay Fire Brick Solid
k == 0.515 Btu ft-2 hr-1 °F-1.:!t
Applied Temperature Function at x =0
/' == a 9C 1 •
F21 = 1
t 01 :=' 500 of
T :::: 1000 oR
m





t 2 :::0 8.35 s1-1'1 201'( Q
t2 :: 153 sin 201rQ



































The analytical development and mathematical relation-
ships~ as set forth in this investigation, define a rela-
tionsLlip existing between the .heat radiated from a source
to the face of a semi-infinite solid and the subsequent
heat flow in the solid due to conduction. It provides a
method of determining the temperature amplitude of the sur-
face of the solid due to radiation, and then determinll1g
the temperature withll~ by conduction laws.
Tnis solution will hold only for grey bodies, a grey
body being defined as one whose absorptivity is inde)endent
of the wave length of the incident radiation. In order to
solve problems involving other types of bodies it will be
necessary to use a different set of boundary conditions in
setting up the radiation equation.
From the curves plotted it can be seen that the temp-
erature amplitude at the surface and within the serli-infi-
nite solid decreases with an increase in the temperature
frequency. This decrease becomes progressively silialler
with each equal increase in the temperature fre~uency. p~
investigation of the algebraic portion of equation (19)
will show that an increase in frequency will cause tile
temperature arnplitude to become insignificant at a lesser
depth within the solid. &'1 i:ncrease in the temperature
amplitude of the source has exactly the opposite effect of
26
an increase L~ tenGerature frequency on the teDperature
amplitude of the solid; the increase in the temperature
fu~plitude of the solid becoming greater with each increment
increase of the temperature amplitude of the source.
Though the mean temperature of the solid does not enter
directly into the calculation of the temperature within the
solid it does effect its value. Equal increases in the
mean temperature results in progressively smaller increases
in the temperature amplitude within the semi-infinite solid.
As the conductivity of the solid is increased the
temperature of its surface decreases, a natural conslusion
to draw since the heat flow into the solid viill experience
less resistance. This also increases the depth at wnich an
insignificant temperature amplitude will result.
SUMHARY
27
The l~own analytical knowledge of periodic heat flow
can be extended to take into COllsideration the co~bined
effect of radiation and conduction on this type of flow.
The solution as derived in this paper is satisfactory for
the boundary conditions set up.
There are still many problems of this type left to be
studied. Changes in the constants of the radiation equation
used could be made so that it would hold for types of bodies
other than grey. If the source of radiant heat where placed
close to the surface of the semi-infinite solid a large
quantity of heat might flo~T by convection, this effect was
not considered in this paper. The author believes that it
should be possible to solve analytically for the combined
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